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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Reports No. 50 456/92007(DRP); 50-4'.,/ /92007 (DRP)

Docket Nos.'50-450; 50-457 Licenses No, NPF-72; NPF-77
?

1.icensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Opus West III
1400 Opus Place
Downers Crove, IL 60515

Facility Name: -Braidwood. Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Braidwood Site Braidwood, Illinois

'

Inspection Conducted: March 13 through April 20, 1992
,

Inspectors: S. G. Du Pont
D. J . - Hartland

-

"//4f_. L /
Chief I MILM. - Farg ,oj ec ts Sec t ion l A

Approved By:
Da t e 'f

Reactot Pr .

Inspection" Summary

Inspection from March 13 throurh April 20. 1992 LReports No. 50-
456/92007(DRP):-50-457/92007(DRPll
-Areas inspected: Routine, unannounced safety inspection by the resident
inspectors of licensee action on previously identified items; licensee event
report review; operational safety verification; monthly
maintenance / surveillance observation; report review; and Commissioner visit,
Results: No violations were identified in five of the six areas inspected.

In the remaining area, one violation was identified.

During this inspection period, several personnel. errors were assessed as*

a violation of regulations. Of the three examples cited, two occurred
during the previous inspection period and the assessment war completed
during:this inspection.- The details of the violation are discussed in
Paragraph 5.

*-- A non-cited violation pertaining to the failure to recognize an
instrument drifting above the licensee's limit for deviations between
channels is discussed in Paragraph 4.

A.non-cited violation pertaining to the installotion of a jumper on the*-

wrong PORV circuitry during maintenance is discussed in Paragraph 5.
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DETAILS-

-1. ~ Persons Contacted.
. ..

,_

: Commonkealth Edison Companv__{_CJCo) -

Ki L. Kofron,-Station Manager
C. R. Hasters, Project . Manager

" G. E. Groth, Production Superintendent '

D. E. O'Brien, Technical Superintendent
D. E. Cooper, Assistant Superintendent - Operations

- R, J. Legner, Servie,es Director
A. 0.. Antonio. . Nuclear. Quality Program Superintendent
R.-' Lyers, Assistant Superintendent Work Planning

. C. Vanderheyden, Technical Staff Supervisor
S. Roth, Security Administrator

; K. C. Bartes, Nuclear Safety Supervisor-
A. Hacger, Regulatory Assurance Supervisor

*K. G.: Bartes , Onsite Nuclear' Safety Adminis trator
*P. L.- Maher, Assistant Technical Staf f - Supervisor ,

*L. Guthrie,-- Assistant 1Superintendant Maintenance
*J. M. Levand',- Regulatory Assurance

. Zol'n, Regulatory Assurance! *P' a
_

-*R. Flessner, Station Partner'

*J . f E. Nalewaj ka , \ssistant Operating Engineer' :

*C.'R. Chovan,~. Master Mechanic
kL, Alexandsy, Lead Chemist

* Denotes thase actending the exit interview conducted'on April 22, 1992.

The inspectors also talked with and intervieved several'other licensee
-

-

,

employees.

:2. ,Licensce Action on Previous 1v Ide_qtified Items (92701. 92702)

as ;0nen Item

.(fqlosed) 457/91026-0?fDRP): .A-Containment Spray Pump was
*

inadvertently taken out-of-service. This item:is closed.
Corrective action will be tracked by the violation discussed in
Paragraph.5;of this-report.

b. Unresolved Items.-

k (closed) 457/92004-02(DRP)i Technical Specification'(TS) Limiting
Condition for Operation-(LCO) 3.0.3 was inadvertently entered
after both hydrogen.recombiner cystems: vere rendered inoperable.
This item-is closed based on the identification-of a violation
. discussed in Paragraph.5 of'this report.

~

(Closed) 456/92004-03(DRP): Safety -Injection (SI) Accumulator was
rendered inoperable when'the boron concentration was found outside
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the limits of TS requirements. This item in closed based on the
identification of a violation discussed in Paragraph 5 of this >

report.

No violations or deviations were identified.

3. Meensee ,Ey,311L h11grt (LFJO Bgy[ew ( 92 70,,jlj.

Through review of records, the following LERs were reviewed to determine
that reportability requirement.s vore fulfilled, that immediate

-

corrective action was accomplished, and that corrective action to
prevent recurrence had been or would be accorrplished in accordance with
technical specifications: :

'

(Closed)-457/92001
.(Closed) 456/92001
(Closed) 457/92002
(Closed) 456/92003
(Closed) 456/92004

Corrective actions to LERs 456/92002, 457/92002, and 456/92003 will be ,

tracked by the violation identified in Paragraph 5 of this report.

Corrective' actions associated with LER-456/92004 will be addressed with
closure of the Open Item discussed in Paragraph 5 of this report.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4 onerulinnal 19.fetv W2T Ifieation (?17Q u

The. inspectors verified that the facility was being operated in
confomance v2 th the licenses and regulatory requirements and that the
-1.icensee's har.agement control system was effectively carrying out its
responsthilities for safe operation -

:On_a sampling basis the' inspectors verified proper control room staf fing
and coordination of pisnt activities; veri fied operator adherence with

'
procedures and TSs, monitored control room Indications for

,

abnorraalities; verified that electrical power was available; and
observed the frequency of plant and control room visits by station
managers.

During tours of accessible areas of the plant, the inspectors ude . note
of' general' plant and equipment conditions, including control of
activities in progress. The specific areas observed were:

'

- Engineered Safety Features (ESJ) Systems*

i Accessible portions of ESF' systems and their support systems
components were inspected to verify operability through
observation of instrumentation and proper valve and electrical
power aligtunent. The inspectors also visually inspected
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components for material conditicas. The general housekeeping and ,
,

material conditions of the plant continued to improve during this
' inspection period.

- Radiation Proterilnn_f;omt rolqto -+

*The inspectors verified that workers were following health physics
procedures and randomly examined radiation protection
instrumentation fot operability and calibration. No problems were

'

identified during this inspection period.

+ Securiry

During the inspection period, the inspectors monitored the
1icensee's security program to ensure that observed actions were
bein6 implemented in accordance with the approved security-plan.
No problems were identified during this inspection period.

' Househe,ep. inn ni a,l'lagt Cl e a nl ine_s.E* t

The inspecters monitored the status of housekeeping and plant
cleanliness for fire protectior,and protection of safety-related
equipment from intrusion of foreign matter. General _ housekeeping.
improved and'was considered to be good during this inspection
period.

bat 1ons Ausociated M111Lfvenu- *
_

-On April 3, 1997, the resident inspector discovered, during a
routine control roon panel walkdown. thac pressurizer pressure
chatuel 458 (1PI-458) was reading approximately 65 psig above

,

normal operating- presaure. The licensee had previously taken
power range nuclear instrumentation channel N41 out-of-service

. earlier that morning for maintenance, _Ecth the N-41 power range ,

nuclear instrument and pressuriner pressure _ channel 450 provide
input. to two different over Temperature Delta-Temperature (OTDT)
protective circuits. The licenaea immediately ent' red TS LLOe

3.0;3 af;er the_uperations Department determined that.thf two O'1D1
channcis-were inoperable. About three hours later, the licensee
exited TS .LCO 3.0.3 af ter successfully completh.g the mainteuance ,

and calibtstion'en channel N41, The licensee returned 1Pl+458 to
service the follo:<ing day following replacement of- the pressure
transmitter-.

1PI-458 had been previously taken out-of-service for callbrorion
when:the channel was noted reading _ higher than the other
pressurizer pressure. The inspectors reviewad the work package

,

and.noted that the channel was adjusted to 2245 psig at 4:40 p'm..

on. April 2, 1992, within the 3% (24 psig) administrative
requirement between the: operable channels au prescribed by the
post-maintenance' verification. When the channel w o re turned to

..
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tervice at o:50 p.m., the channel was reading 2251 psig and
i' subsequently trending slowly upward, as indicated on the computer

_

;iata paint printcut. On the following shift, between 11: 00 p.m.
c- April 2, .1991 and 2:45 a.n, on April 3, 1992, the unit Nuclear ;

'

Sr 'on Oper ator (NSO1 recorded the -1"'-458 channel as teading
2. psig on the "Shiftly and Daily 5arveillance Data Sheet." At

that_ time, .there was a 25 psig deviation between operable+

channels;-greater.than 3% of scale a). Aini nis t ra tive Procedure
IBwoS 0.1 1,2,3, "Shiftly and Daily Operating Surveillance,"
required that. deviations between operable channels greater than 3%
of scale, but less than 6% of scale, he referred to the Shift
Control Reon Engineer (SCRE) for further evaluation. The 3% value
was a licensee imposed adtninistrat ive limit, while a greater than
6%. deviation represents a TS limit and would result in an
inoperable enannel. The results of the evaluation were required
to bn-recorded in-the conw nts section of the-data sheet. The
operating staff failed to recognite that the ludicated deviations
were greater than the administrative limit and did not perform the
administrative 1y required evaluation.

When the resident inspector identified the condition on Aptil 3,
1992, the NSO had not yet performed t.he shiftly surveillance.
However, when N41 was taken out-of-service carliet that day, some
of the annunciators -hat would normally alert the NSO of a problem
were already alarmed due to the bistables that. were tripped for'

the out of-service. In such a situation, increased NSO awareness
of vital plant parameters should have been initiated to identify
the condition, llowever, had the channel continued to trend
higher, the annunciator for high pressurizer pressare would.have
eventually alarmed. The NSO was monitoring the strip recorder for
the controlling channel, which maintained pressurizer pressure by
operating the spray valves and heaters, instead of the channel.
gauges. With IPI-458 indicating higher than the other pressure
channel,. input to.the OTDT trip setpoint caused the serpoint to ,

trend-in the non-conservative direction. However, the IPI-458
input to the OTDT trip was small compared to the other iuputs-
(Tavg and axial flux differenti.al) and wculd not have prevented
the.0 TDT from tripping within the. analyzed setting. Due to The

.

minimal safety significance involved and that the occu rence was
considered to be isolated, the inspectors have exercised
discretion and. identified this' event as a nun-cited violation per
10 CFR 2 Appendix C, Section V.A.

Iss corrective action, Oparatione Department management briefed
operators on the proper performance of the shif tly surveillance.

. . The' inspectors also monitored vartous recordr, auch as tagouts, jumpers .
shiftly logs and surveillances, daily orders, maintenance items, va rious
chemistry and radiological. sampling and analyses, third party review
results, . overtime records, Quality Assurance and/cr Quality Coatrol
audit results and posttngt required per 10 CFR 19.11.
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One non-cited violation was identified.

5. tioDihlv Maintenance /Surveillatuce Observation (6? /03. 61126_1

Routinely, station maintenance activir;tes were observed and/or reviewed
to ascertain that they were conducted in accordance with approved
procedures, regulatory guides and industry codes or standards, and in
conformance with TS.

The following items were also considered during this review:_ approvals
were obtained prior to initiating 'he work; functional testing and/or

,

calibrations woro performed prior to returnin6' components or systems to !

service; quality control records w:re maintained and activi ties were
accomplished by qualified personnel.

The following maintenance activities vere observed and reviewed:

*' SX Valve (ISX-147) repair.
* - -Control rod circuitry troubleshooting and repair.

The a<aintenance -activity associated with the 3X valve, 1SX-147. was
considered te be an example of gcod cuor Unation and work planning.
Extensive pre-task briefings were effe ' ave in ensuring that the repair
activities were completed withoa*. i nci -le nt . ,

The inspectors observed several of the surveillance testing required by *

TS during the inspection period and verified that testing was performed
in accordance with-adequate procedures, that test instrumentation was

. calibrated, that results conformed with TS and procedure requiretents ;
and were reviewed, and that any deficiencies identified during the
testing.were properly rerolved.

TM. following. surveillance activities were observed and reviewed:

SP 92 002, Unic l' Engineered Safeguards Features Actuation System*

' Instrumentation Slave Relay Test.

* IBwOS SI-1A, Scfety.. Injection System Surveillance
_

The station has experienced three' events sinco mid February. Two of
these .ovents (Febrt ary 13 and March 9, 1992). . reported It' Inspection
Report 50 456/92004(DRP); 50+457/92004(DRP), were_due to personnel
errors related to maintenance and nurveillance activities. On February
13, 1992, the licensee entered TS 1.C0 3,0.3 for both-units after it was
determ_tned'that both-of the station's hydrogen recombiner systems were
-in an inoperable status. The "A" recombiner had been 'taken out-of-
service (005) earlier for preventative maintenance when uaintenance
personnel mistakenly started work on the "B" recombiner. The primary

t 'cause of. the event,_as. identified by the licensee, was failure of
. personnel to follow procedures governing OOS verification and self-

6
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. checking. Contributing causes were inadequate pre-job briefings.and
unclear wording-in the work package.

A second event. involving personnel errors vccurred on March 9, 1992.
The- event occurred af ter the volume of ~the 1A SI acetavlator was
increased by more than 70 gallons. In accordance eitt TS 4,5.1.1.b, the ;

boron concentration of the accumulator was required t.o be verified to be
.

between 1900 and 2100 parts per million (ppm) within six hours- af ter the
addition. A sample was obtained and analyzed to be 2117.6 ppm, which
was above the TS limit. The Chemistry Laboratory Supervision (CLS) and

3 ..

the SCRE recorded the concentration value and signed the applicable ,

sections of surveillance procedure IBwoS SI-la, " Safety Inj ection

Systems," as satisfying'the TS requirement. Later that da;;, the unit
NSO discovered the condition and notified the SCRE, and TS LCO 3 5.1 was 1

entered for.the inoperable accumulator. The licensee exited the LCO.

after the concentration was determined to be within the TS limits.

The root cause was determined to be personnel error on the part of the 1

CLS and the SCRE. The CLS was aware that the boron concentration was ,

above the-TS limit, but believed that signing the surveillance only
verified the completion of the sample analysis within the six hour time
clock and not that the TS was satisfied. The SCRE failed to recognize-
tho.out-of specification sample results even though the required

L concentration range was adjacent- to the place provided for documenting
the resulcs on the surveillance data sheets. The precedure used for

,

sampling the accumulator also failed to require the notification of
operations of the out of specification conditions.

1 'The third event that involved personnel errors occurred on March 15,
1992. -While electrically isolating steam dump valve 2MS0046 for planned
maintenance, an NSO inadvertently pulled the wrong fuses, resulting in a
feedwater isolation and reactor trip due to a low-low steam generator-

.(SC) level. 100S cards #10 and #11 for the associated work request
required that.-f uses FU-51 and FU-52 - be removed from the control cabiner.
Instead, the NSO mistakenly removed fuses FU-10 and FU-11. .These fuses
de energized the - water . hammer prevention protection relays , which

--- - resulted in the feedwater isolation and subsequent r3 actor trip. The

!' - Auxiliary Feedwater pump auto started, as expected, . due to the low-low
L SG level signal. All systems responded as designed. The cause of the
E event.was personnel error.

L The inspectcrs independently evaluated - the above nts and determinedw

j that the; root.cause was-personnel error; Personnut failure to follow

E station procedures, the cause of each of the three events, is a
violarion (50-456/92007 01(DRP); 50-457/92007-01(DRP)).

on March 25 - 1992, a cont tinment isolation valve ' elosure occurred daring
, _

(SP) 92-002, " Unit 1 Engineered! -performance of Special Procedure

L Safeguards Features Actuation System Instrumentation Slave Relay Test."
L -The' purpose of SP 92-002-was to determine if electrical jumper could be

installed during future-_ testing to prevent closure of Chem: cal Volume
Control System letdown isolation valve ICV 8152. The cycling of ICV 8152

7
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during slave. relay ten ing had been previously identified as causing
thermal stress on the - volume cont rol tank spray nozzle ,

Despite -independent verification of the correct location of the jumper
by an NSO, a technical staff system test engineer and an electricale

maintenance - department electrician (EMD), a second EMD installed the,
'

jumper at the wrong locat'on This caused closure of valre IW0006A, the
containment chilled sater isolation valve, an E5F actuation. Upon>

identification of the-condition, the testing. was stopped, the jumpor
removed, and the valve returned to i ts normal-position.

The-licensee _ determined the cause of the event to be the location of the
terminal board labeling in relation to where the1 jumper was to be
installed and-the cramped work area conditions. The inspectors will

~

track liceaseo corrective -ac tion 'as an Open Item (50456/92007-02(DRP);-
50 457/92007-02(DRP)).

On Aprii i, 1992, while performing maintenance on IMS01BB, the SG 1B
Main Steam Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV), a mechanic discovered
that a load resistor /jwnper, whien -was supposed - to be installed on the
relay card for 1MS018B (the- 1B PORV) two days earlier, was inadvertently
placed on the card for 1MSOL8C, the IC FORV. The jumper was installed
to prevent the PORV from opening beyond the SP% of full flow position
during maintenance. The error was discovered after an. annunciator .

activated. - The annunciator should have been bypassed by the jumper -

during the testing on the valve

-Safety significance of ths personne1 error was minimal. .The-isolarion
,_

valve to-rhe IB PORV_(lMS019B) was-closed _during maintenance on the-
valve,. In: addition, the jumper -installed on the 1C PORV rendered it,

inoperable, unabl& to open to its full flow position, dowever, SG PORVs.
,

-are not safety-related,_as they are not credited for responding to a
,

design basis accident. The licencee identi f ted the condition and have'

taken the appropriate. corrective actions;_therefore, the event _is
considered to b& a non cited vi11ation.

One violation.and one non-cited violation were--identified.
i

- 61 E.eEnr.!_JLev i ew
,

During the inspection period, the _insoector reviewed the licensee's.
b Monthly Performance Report for February and March 1992. The inspector

,

confirmed that the information provided met the requirements of TS
.6.9.1.8 and Regulatery Guide 1.16. .

>

-

The inspector also reviewed the licensee's Monthly Plant Status Report
,

forL February and March.1992.
,

No violations or deviations were identified.

.
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7. 'LRC Comm[sfLany l gil

On April tr, 1992, NRC Commissioner E. Gull de Planque, accompanied by !;
a

Eileen McKenna .of the Commissioner's staff, and A. Bert Davis, Regional
-Administrator, Region Ill, toured the site and attended a presentation
by=the licensee. The offsite simulator and training- facility were also

toured.

S, y_iolations f.9tEstL,1,'2n11ge of _ VioJat_lon" Will Not Be Issued
_

.The NRC uses the Notice of Violation as a standard method for
formalizing the ex!.stence of a violation of a' legally binding
requirement <__However, because the NRC wants to encourage and support
licensee's initiatives fs . self-identification and correction of 1

problces, the NRC vill not generally issue a Notice of Violation for a l.
!violation that| meets the tests of.10 CFR 2, Appendix C; Section V.A.

These tests are: 1) _the violation was identified by the licensee; 2)
the violation would be-categorized as Severity Level IV or V; 3) the
violation vill: be corrected, including nieasures to prevent re cur r e nc e .,
vithin a reasonable ti:e period; and 4) it was not a violation that-

<

~ ' :ould reasonably be expected to.have been prevented by the licensee's< ,

corrective. action-for a previous violation. In additio'n, for. isolated

Severity Level-V violations; a notice of violation will normally _not be
issued 1regardless of_ who identifies the violation provided the licensee

^. ~ inspection ends.has initiated appropriate corrective action before the
Violations of regulatory requirements identified during -this inspection.4

'

for which u Notice of Violation will not be issued are discussed in

6* - Paragraphs-4 and 5.

9. 'Opgn Items--

.

| Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licennec, ;

-which will be reviewed by ' the inspectorsand whieb involve some action on
~

,
,

the part of the NRC or 1icensee or both. An Open item disclosed during
,

!the inspeerion is discussed -in Paragraph S.

, 11 0 . Exit interview f30703b-

.

The_ inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted in e

Paragraph I during the inspection period and at - the conclusion of the .!
I= inspection on April- 22, 1992. Tha inspectors sumrearized the-scope and.

results of the inspection and discussed the likely content of this

b inspection report. The licensee acknowledged the information and did
not indicate that any of the information disclosed during the inspection
could be ; considered proprietary in nature.

,
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